
 

Twas The Night Before Christmas (FNBB) 
 

'Twas the night before Christmas, when all thro' the south, 
Not a banker was stirring, none moving about; 

 
The bankers were anxiously listening to hear, 

In hopes that the Fed would come forth with great cheer; 
 

The CEOs were restless, glued to the news, 
With visions of low rates they hoped would ensue, 

 
With guidance and wisdom from Mr. Q, 
The FNBB team knows just what to do 

 
When bankers are stressed and shook to the core 

We spring into action with service galore 
 

With a focus on serving banks every need 
Our professional team stands ready to lead. 

 
For community bankers, who serve in our region 

With focus on growth; their provision is legion 
 

When, what to bankers eyes should appear, 
A partner whose trust and reliance is clear, 

 
People need guidance to stay on the tracks, 
Leadership matters: we have Joey and Pax. 

 
To serve all bank needs, that is the aim 

So many key services, let’s call them by name: 
 

On Lending, Compliance, ALM and Safekeeping, 
On Netlink, insurance, and bond accounting 

 
From the Bayou to Ozarks – to the coast of NC 

Birmingham, Orlando and on to the Keys 



 

And even when dangerous wild hurricanes fly, 
We spring into action, with cash and supplies 

 
When bankers have borrowers who biz they have sown 

Our lenders work hard to join in on the loan 
 

To offset the hassle of manual bookkeeping 
We take over the task of bond safekeeping 

 
To make ACH, checks and wires to flow 
A login to Netlink our staff does bestow 

 
Intraday settlement, made easy, no dread 

An FNBB account saves the need for the Fed; 
 

Balance sheet analysis can cause consternation 
So we perform rate risk and income simulation: 

 
Portfolio Accounting that silences the critics 
With pricing valuation and relative analytics; 

 
Investment experts whose skill does excel 

The perfect non-taxable bond they will sell; 
 

When starting a bank, where should money go? 
An account with us will hold all the escrow. 

 
And when you need to protect from the briber 
We have options galore like Liability and Cyber: 

 
If you weren’t quite sure, the loans you are stating 
Our loan review team examines all the risk ratings 

 
And if ever you had a ponderable question 

We answer the phone! With focused attention. 
 
 



 

We genuinely care about banks and community 
To serve you we look for every opportunity 

 
Across all the south, we continue to grow 

Your faith in us grows, were thankful and so 
 

We continue our quest for your trust we must earn 
To supply all your needs, it’s a role that we yearn 

 
On behalf of Joey and Pax and of course Mr. Q 

Merry Christmas to all, and ROAs in the 2’s! 
 


